THE SPANISH WAR
days," she exclaimed with something Eke a pout, as she
must have read our thoughts, aless than a quart of water
a day. In the oppressive heat of August and September
it was not enough to quench one's thirst, and we were
never able to wash. Only the wounded had a double
ration, and the surgeons for their necessities."
And it was true that after the feeling of reverence which
that gallant garrison inspired, after the horror felt at the
ruins piled around one, the most striking impression was
that of the stench and the filth.
"We tried to keep clean," Carmen said as she took us
down the great steps to the subterranean galleries which
ran foursquare below, "but it was so difficult. I used to
sweep these steps every day. It was part of my duty, for
we all had to work, but they were as dirty again an hour
later. Shells and mines and explosions sent all the dirt
back again." Officers told me later that every day bodies
of Reds interred outside or merely lying on the glacis
would be blown up by shell or grenade and masses of
putrefaction would fall all over the place. "We tried to
clean it up without the women seeing it," one told me,
"and towards the end that was easy, as they were never
allowed to conie up into the light as the rain of bullets
and shell splinters was continuous.
Carmen showed us the infirmary, she showed us where
the little mill, worked by the engine from a motor-cycle,
ground their scanty stock of grain, and she showed us the
stable where stood four gaunt mules and a thoroughbred
mare. "It was touch and go," I said, pointing to the
mules; "you had only five days* more food." She took us
both by the hand again and led us farther along the
gallery to a corner where, with one tiny light in a purple
lamp glimmering before it, there stood, pale blue and
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